FreedomNets - Whitepaper
FreedomNets is a decentralized social media platform powered by distributed ledger
technologies (DLT) like blockchain. As such, all activities on the platform are recorded
on a decentralized protocol where no central authority can control or oversea, unlike
centralized networks like Facebook, YouTube.
Traditional social platforms not just control users’ posts but also oversee what users can
see. As a result, they present users with attention-grabbing advertising content, making
them more entertained than well-informed. On the other hand, users from
FreedomNets have the freedom to interact however they wish without censorship.
In addition, FreedomNets, being a decentralized social media platform, has no right to
sell any user data, which is one of the main concerns with centralized social networks.
According to a study conducted by pCloud, 52% of apps share your data with third
parties. It found that Instagram shares 79% of your personal data, putting it ahead of
Facebook, which shares 57% of your data, by comparison. The top 10 also include
LinkedIn, Uber Eats, Trainline, YouTube and YouTube Music, Deliveroo, Duolingo, and
eBay.

What is FreedomNets token?
FreedomNets token is a hyper-deflationary, inclusive and ethical BEP-20 token. Total
supply of the token is 10 trillions. It combines the best 3 protocols in the BEP-20 token
crypto space, to create a truly powerful crypto.

FreedomNets token is the base currency of the FreedomNets community. Owning the
tokens gives users exclusive content access with payment transfer. More uses will be
announced throughout the journey.
It employs 3 popular protocols, incorporating them together in the smart contract, to
give it the strength of 3 tokens in one. These features make FreedomNets unique and a
rewarding investment.
Features
● Reflection
● Burn
● Auto-liquidity
Taxation
In each trade, the transaction is taxed a 10% fee, which is split 2 ways.
5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders
5% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into BNB, while the other half
of the Freedomnets tokens are paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB
and added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap.
What is reflection?
This is where any FreedomNets token transactions are charged a fee ( 5%), which get
distributed among holders of the token. Holders’ balances grow automatically by just
holding.
As a result, it solves a host of problems. First, the reward amount is conditional upon
the volume of the token being traded. This mechanism aims to alleviate some of the
downward sell pressure put on the token caused by earlier adopters selling their tokens
after farming crazy high APY’s. Second, the reflect mechanism gives incentives to long
term holders to continue to hang onto their token. Given manual burns and great
rewards for holders, the token price would likely remain supportive.
Manual Burns
Freedomnets token price is driven by supply and demand. Given great reflections,
demand will remain robust. On the other hand, manual burn is a great method to
control the supply side, which gives long term holders more incentive to hang onto .
Burning tokens will be controlled by our experienced team as it provides better rewards
for the community with more transparency. FreedomNets team aims to apply a burn
strategy that is beneficial and rewarding for all holders. Lastly, the total amount of

FreedomNets tokens burned will be communicated by our marketing team via all the
media channels and websites.
AUTOMATIC Liquidity Provider
Automatic LP is the last and the most powerful feature benefiting holders. Here we have
a function that acts as a two-fold beneficial implementation for holders. First, the
contract sucks up tokens from sellers and buyers alike, and adds them to the LP creating
a solid price floor. Second, the penalty acts as an arbitrage resistant mechanism that
secures the volume of FreedomNets token as a reward for the holders. In theory, the
added LP creates a stability from the supplied LP by adding the tax to the overall
liquidity of the token, thus increasing the tokens overall LP and supporting the price
floor of the token. This is different from the burn function of other reflection tokens
which is only beneficial in the short term from the granted reduction of supply.
As the FreedomNets token LP increases, the price stability mirrors this function with
the benefit of a solid price floor and cushion for holders. The goal here is to prevent the
larger dips when whales decide to sell their tokens later in the game, which keeps the
price from fluctuating as much as if there was no automatic LP function.

Token Distribution
Total supply: 10 trillions
Purpose

Distribution / %

Team*

15

Advisors**

5

Marketing

3.5

Ecosystem Development

30

Reserve

5

Staking***

15

Private Sales****

5

Community Sales

20

Airdrop

1.5

Total

100

*All the tokens from the founding team are locked up for 3 years and will be released after the period.
**Tokens owned by advisors are locked up for 1.5 years.
***In order to give incentive to users joining our platform in the beginning, we will distribute high staking returns at
the start. As additional use cases for the tokens, the return will decrease gradually.
****Given the lower entry price, the tokens from early investors are locked up for 2 years.

The FreedomNets Team
Freedom is backed by a team of experienced specialists who have worked in big name
centralised social media platforms, IT companies and investment banks. We are also
actively hiring marketers, influencers and audit teams that we can leverage on, such that
we can truly focus on delivering the best results to our investors.
Roadmap
It is important that we outline a paved direction for the project and what we plan to do.
This is so our investors can use this as a yard stick to measure our performance to help
reassure them that not only is the project alive, but it is delivering on committed work.
We have intentionally left wiggle room in each of our quarters to ensure that we can
adjust our direction for work that is asked of us by our investors.
Q4 2021- Q1 2022: Establishment
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Create a Telegram & Twitter
Launch the website
Publish the white paper
Host a private sale
Launch to PancakeSwap V2
Listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap
Listing on BscScan
Listing on several centralised exchanges
Hiring more technical members
80+ marketing campaigns will roll out globally

Q2 2022: Development






» First version of FreedomNets platform will go live
» Users will be able to write any posts and will be connected based on their
preferences
» Create a sustainable community without any advertisements
» FreedomNets token will be able to used as payment

Q3 2022- Q1 2023: Development


» NFTs will be able to show on the platform, where users can comments/likes





» Chat Rooms will be able to create
» Contracts / documents will be able to confirm/ sign through the platform
» More than 50 marketing campaigns will be hold globally

Q2 2023 : Gaming





» Games will be able to list on our platform, where users can communicate
through FreedomNets’s channels.
» NFT marketplace will be introduced with FreedomNets token as a base
currency
» NFT borrow & lending will be introduced where game players can access
funding easily

